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Abstract

The schemes of light beam transformations by volume dynamic holograms in resonant media revealing the fifth- or
higher-order nonlinearities have been theoretically analyzed. N-wave mixing has been realized by changing of the
propagation direction or frequency of the read-out wave in the solution of Rhodamine 6G and polymethine 3274U dyes. It
has been demonstrated that the experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical data obtained for a three-level
medium model with due regard to absorption from the excited singlet level. q 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

One of the most promising elements of optical
data processing systems are the dynamic diffraction
Ž .holographic structures making it possible to control
information light fields. So far practically all the
investigations into the information capacity of
diffraction methods have been concerned only with
the linearity approximation for holographic recording
of the wave front. However, a number of materials
Ž .semiconductor glasses, dyes, atomic media are
characterized by a high level of the fifth- or higher-
order nonlinearity leading to distortion of the holo-
graphic-grating groove profile. Such a nonlinear
recording of holograms has been traditionally con-
sidered as a negative factor resulting in the emer-
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gence of noise components in the diffracted radiation
w x1 . At the same time, high priority of the investiga-
tions associated with the development of control
elements for laser fluxes stimulates researchers to
analyze new means of information processing on the

Žbasis of nonlinear holographic elements spatial fil-
tration, associative memory, visualization of com-

w x.plex phase portraits 2–4 . Due to the effect of
absorption saturation, higher-order nonlinearities in
resonant media manifest themselves together with
the cubic nonlinearity permitting realization of N-
wave mixing. In this case, new components emerge
as a result of expanding the medium susceptibility
into a series of dynamic grating components and
provide a means for the Bragg reading-beam diffrac-
tion of the second and higher orders.

Dynamic gratings are recorded by signal E andS

reference E waves having the same frequency v.1
ŽCondition of the M th-order Bragg diffraction Ms
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.Nr2y1 is satisfied through an increase of the
reading angle or through a change in the reconstruct-
ing-wave frequency. The experiments performed for
measurement of the higher-order susceptibilities with

w x w xthe use of gases 5,6 , semiconductor glasses 7,8 ,
w xdyes 8,9 as nonlinear media were based on record-

ing and reconstruction of dynamic gratings at the
same frequency. Fulfillment of the Bragg condition
was achieved by changing an incidence angle of the
reconstructing beam. In the second case the recon-
structing wave E had a frequency Mv and was2

counter-propagating relative to the reference one.
This resulted in phase conjugation with simultaneous

w xconversion of the radiation frequencies 10–13 . Both
parametric scattering schemes have been illustrated

Žin Fig. 1 for the case of six-wave mixing Ns6,
.MsNr2y1s2 .

In this report we present theoretical and experi-
mental analysis of the schemes for multiwave mixing

Ž .realized in media with saturable resonance, thermal
nonlinearity in conditions revealing nonlinearity of
the fifth- and higher-orders. Let us consider both

Žcases of dynamic hologram reconstruction at fre-
.quencies v and Mv . A dynamic hologram was

formed by signal E s A exp i k v r yŽ .ŽS S S
.xv tqw and reference E sA exp i k v ryŽ .ŽS 1 1 1
.xv tqw waves; it was reconstructed by the wave1

E s A exp i k v r y v t q w or E sŽ .Ž .2 2 2 2 2

A exp i k Mv ryMv tqw counter-propa-Ž .Ž .2 2 2

gating relative to the reference one. Under the condi-
tions of nonlinear formation of a dynamic grating

the induced nonlinear polarization P s x ŽNy1.

Ž ) .ME E E was responsible for generation of the1 S 2

wave E . The wave E direction is determined byD D

the condition of phase synchronism k sMk yD 1

Mk qk . And in case of the hologram reconstruc-S 2

tion at the frequency Mv with opposite propagation
directions of the plane reference and reconstructing

Ž . Ž .waves k Mv qMk v s0, the induced wave2 1

E propagates counter to the signal one E .D S

2. Theoretical model of degenerate multiwave
mixing

A theoretical study of the efficiency of N-wave
mixing is carried out for resonant media simulated
with three-level schemes taking into account transi-
tions in the ground singlet S yS as well as in the0 1

excited singlet S yS channels. Triplet states of the1 2

molecules may be disregarded in our work since the
consideration is being given to analysis of short time

Ž y8 .interactions ;10 s during which the triplet lev-
Žels remain practically nonpopulated the intersystem

crossing rates are slow on the time scale of the
.experiments . Considering that the intensity of inter-

acting waves is, as a rule, much lower than the
absorption saturation intensity in the excited channel,
during recording of nonlinear susceptibility one
should take into account the saturated absorption in
the ground singlet channel and induced absorption
from the excited level. Such a model may be used to

Fig. 1. Mixing geometry and phase-matching diagrams for the case of six-wave mixing.
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describe the energy states of numerous complex
Žcompounds liquid and solid dye solutions, colored

.crystals, and vapors of complex organic compounds .
With the aim of calculating the nonlinear proper-

ties of the resonant medium, we use a standard
solution of kinetic equations for the level populations
and the Kramers–Kronig relations relating the real
and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index

Ž w x.nsnq i˚ dispersion relations, e.g. Refs. 14,15 .ˆ
In this case the complex refractive index determined
by resonance transitions in the ground singlet chan-
nel S yS and by absorption from the excited level0 1

w xS may be given as 15,16 :1

"c
ˆ ˆ ˆnsnq i˚s N Q yN Q qN Q , 1Ž .ˆ ž /1 12 2 21 2 232Õ

where N and N are populations of the energy1 2

levels S and S ; Õscrn is the light velocity of0 1 0

the medium; n is a nonresonant component of the0
ˆ Ž . Ž .refractive index. The coefficients Q v sQ vl j l j

Ž .q i B v represent a complex function describingl j

the spectral properties of the resonant transition ly j.
Ž .And Q v is related to Einstein coefficient forl j

Ž .stimulated transitions B v through the dispersionl j
1 X X X`Ž . Ž . Ž . w xrelations: Q v s H B v r v yv dv 15 .l j y` l jp

A change in the refractive index due to the medium
heating is determined by thermalization of the ab-
sorbed energy both in the ground singlet S yS and0 1

in the excited singlet S yS channels. Thermally1 2

induced changes of the refractive index in conditions
of adiabatic heating may be introduced in the follow-

w xing way 16 :

Dn s dnrdT DTs2v ˚ 1ymŽ . Ž .Žt 12 21

q˚ 1ym dnrdT ItrcC , 2Ž . Ž . Ž ..23 32 p

where ˚ , ˚ are the extinction coefficients deter-12 23
Ž .mining absorption in the ground 1–2 S yS and0 1

Ž . Ž .excited 2–3 S yS channels ˚s˚ q˚ ; m1 2 12 23 l j

is the luminescence quantum yield in the ly j chan-
nel; dnrdT is the thermo-optical coefficient; C isp

the unit-volume heat capacity; I is light field inten-
sity in the medium. t is the characteristic duration of
the interaction, and t is the light pulse duration for
excitations when heat withdrawal processes could be
neglected. This approach allows for molecular transi-
tions to the excited states and for the Stokes shift of

absorption and emission bands associated with com-
w xplex organic molecules 16 .

Using the stationary solution of a system of ki-
netic equations for the energy level populations Nl

in a three-level medium model with regard to the
Ž . Ž .expressions 1 , 2 , the medium susceptibility may

be represented as

ˆ 2n ˚ Q a Iyb Iˆ0 0 12 t
x v s y , 3Ž . Ž .ž /2p B 1qJI12

where

ˆ ˆ ˆasaq ias Q qQ yQ rÕP ysˆ ž /12 21 23 21

= 1ym ,Ž .21

b ss B 1ym rÕP ,Ž .t 23 32 21

Js B qB rÕP .Ž .12 21 21

Here ˚ is the linear extinction coefficient; P is0 21

the summary probability of spontaneous and nonra-
diative transitions between the levels S and S ;1 0

Ž .ss2v dnrdT trcC .p

Under the conditions of the M th-order Bragg
diffraction, coupled equations describing the forma-
tion of a diffracted wave are as follows:

E E i2pv1 ws x E qx E qx E0,0 1 1,1 2 1,0 SE r cn0

xqx E ,1yM ,1 D

E E i2pv2 wsy x E qx E qx E0,0 2 y1,y1 1 0,y1 SE r cn0

xqx E ,yM ,0 D

E E i2pvS ws x E qx E qx E0,0 S yM ,1 D y1,0 1E r cn0

xqx E ,0,1 2

E E i2pvD wsy x E qx E qx E0,0 D M ,y1 S My1,y1 1E r cn0

xqx E , 4Ž .M ,0 2
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where

p p1
x s x z ,zŽ .H Hm ,n x y2

yp yp2pŽ .

=exp yi mz qnz dz dz ,Ž .x y x y

z s k yk r , z s k yk r .Ž . Ž .x 1 S y S 2

The term with x takes into account modulation of0,0

both the absorption coefficient and refractive index
through a medium bleaching in the field of interact-
ing waves. x , x , x describe the self-"1,"1 0,"1 "1,0

diffraction reference, signal and reconstructing
waves. Other Fourier-expansion components define
formation of the wave E through diffraction fromD

the second and higher-order spatial components of
dynamic gratings.

Ž .A system of equations 4 is considerably reduced
in case when the reconstructing wave E is not2

interfering with reference and signal waves, and
analysis of the interaction efficiency may be limited
to diffraction of the wave E from the grating formed2

by the waves E and E1 S

E E i2pv1,S w xs x E qx E ,0 1,S "1 S ,1E r cn0

E E i2pv2, D w xsy x E qx E , 5Ž .0 2, D . M D ,2E r cn0

where

p1
w xx s x z exp yimz dz ,Ž .Hm 2p yp

zs k yk r .Ž .1 S

Ž .With the use of Eq. 3 and expression for the
intensity of interacting waves in the nonlinear
medium, I s I q I q I q I q 2 I I cosz , the(1 2 S D 1 S

components of expansion for nonlinear susceptibility
x in a three-level resonant medium model may bem

written in the explicit form

ˆn ˚ Q b0 0 12 t
x s q I0 Sž2p B J12

1yA02q arJqb rJ , 6Ž .ˆŽ .t /A0

n ˚ b0 0 t 2x s I I y arJqb rJ( ˆŽ ."1 1 S tž2p J

=
2 J I I( 1 S

exp "i w yw ,Ž .1 S/A 1qJI qAŽ .0 S 0

7Ž .
M

y2 J I I(n ˚ ž /1 S0 0 2x s arJqb rJˆŽ ." M t M2p A 1qJI qAŽ .0 S 0

=exp "i M w yw , 8Ž . Ž .1 S

2 1r22where A s 1qJI y4 J I I , I s I q IŽ .Ž .0 S 1 S S 1 2

q I q I is the total intensity of interacting waves.S D
Ž . Ž .As follows from Eqs. 5 and 8 for plane refer-

Ž .ence and reconstructing waves w qMw sconst ,2 1

the phase of a diffracted wave is a multiple to the
Ž .phase of the signal one w syMw . In this wayD S

the light beams diffracted from different spatial com-
ponents of the dynamic grating are distinguished by
the propagation direction as well as spatial structure
of the wave front. Using the M th-order Bragg
diffraction makes it possible to enhance the wave
front phase distortions.

3. Theoretical model of nondegenerate N-wave
mixing

This section presents a case of the frequency-non-
degenerate multiwave mixing, when a dynamic holo-
gram is recorded at a frequency v and the recon-
structing wave has a frequency Mv. Such a situation
for resonant media results in practical transparency
of the medium at a frequency Mv provided it
absorbs radiation at a frequency v. In this case, the
formation of the diffracted wave is determined by
diffraction of the reconstructing wave E from a2

thermal dynamic grating formed by the signal and
reference waves. For a three-level medium model
incorporating induced absorption from the excited
level, the susceptibility conditioned by thermal non-

Ž .linearity Dn 2 at a frequency Mv may be writtent
Ž .in the form similar to the Eq. 3

n ˚ a Iqb I 2
0 0 t t

x Mv s , 9Ž . Ž .ž /2p 1qJI
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Ž .where a ss 1ym . The remaining members aret 21
Ž .interpreted in explanation for the expression 3 .

A system of equations describing multiwave mix-
ing for nonlinear polarization P s x Ž Ny 1.

Ž ) .ME E E is of the following form:1 S 2

E E i2pv1,S
s x v E qx v E ,Ž . Ž .0 1,S "1 S ,1E r cn0

E E i2p Mv2, D
sy x Mv EŽ .0 2, DE r cn0

qx Mv E . 10Ž . Ž .. M D ,2

Taking into consideration a particular form of
Ž . Ž .nonlinear susceptibility 3 , 9 , a system of equa-

Ž . Ž .tions 10 for the case of six-wave mixing Ms2
may be transformed as follows:

E E ik1,S 0
s f E ,1,S 1,SE r 2

E E2, D
syik c E qfEŽ0 2, D D ,2E r

=exp .i2 w yw , 11Ž . Ž ..1 S

where k s2v˚ rc is the initial absorption coeffi-0 0

cient,

Q̂ b12 t 2f s q I q2 I y arJqb rJŽ . ˆŽ .1,S 1,S S ,1 tB J12

=
1 2 JIS ,1

1y q ,ž /A A 1qJ I q I qAŽ .Ž .1 S

bt 2cs I q I q a rJyb rJ 1y1rA ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 S t tJ

1 2 1qJ I q IŽ .Ž .1 S2fs a rJyb rJ y ,Ž .t t ž /A A 1qJ I q I qAŽ .Ž .1 S

2 1r22and As 1q2 J I q I qJ I y I .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 S 1 S
Ž .From 11 it follows that for the plane waves E1

and E the phase of a diffracted wave is w sy2w .2 D S

Considering that the signal and diffracted waves are
Ž .counter-propagating Fig. 1 , this is an indication

that the waves E and E have coincident surfacesS D
Žof the wave front phase of the diffracted wave

.follows the frequency changes .
The factor a yb rJ entering into the expres-Ž .t t

sion for f describes the dependence of the

diffracted-wave formation efficiency on the spectral
characteristics of a medium:

a yb rJss 1ym yk 1ym rk .Ž . Ž .t t 21 r 32 0

12Ž .

Here, k sk B r B qB is the coefficient ofŽ .r 0 23 12 21

residual absorption, k is the initial absorption coef-0

ficient. The above formulae enable one to determine
the conditions of the efficient light-field conversion.

Ž .Specifically, from 12 it is obvious that on condition
Ž . Ž .the equality k 1ym sk 1ym is satisfied,r 32 0 21

diffraction is absent since in this case the medium is
Ž . Ž .a linearly absorbing one: x 2v ; I, x 2v s0." 2

It should be noted that the above equations have
been derived for the writing conditions of transmis-

Žsion dynamic holograms following propagation of
.signal and reference waves . When a hologram is

Žwritten by counter-propagating beams in case of
.reflection holograms , multiwave mixing is described

by similar equations with a proper change of sign. A
comparative theoretical analysis of nondegenerate
six-wave mixing from transmission and reflection

w xdynamic holograms is given in 12 together with a
more general spectroscopic model of the resonant
medium including saturation of the absorption from
the ground singlet and excited singlet or triplet states
of molecules.

4. Experimental realization of multiwave mixing

Both methods of multiwave mixing have been
realized on the basis of Nd:YAG laser using the
Rhodamine 6G and polymethine 3274U dyes. In
case of the frequency-degenerate multiwave mixing
we used the second harmonic of Nd:YAG laser
Žwavelength ls0.532 mm; pulse energy W, 30
mJ; duration t,30 ns; repetition rate of 1 Hz and

.divergence (2 mrad corresponding to the absorp-
tion band maximum of the Rhodamine 6G dye solu-
tion in ethanol. Diffraction of different orders from a
volume holographic grating has been realized at
different propagation directions of a reconstructing
wave, conforming to the condition of Bragg diffrac-
tion from different spatial components of the grating.

We used the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2.
Fundamental radiation of the laser was reflected by

Ž .the spectral splitter 2 , whereas the second harmonic
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Experimental setup: 1 laser; 2 spectral splitter; 3 IR radiation absorber; 4 aperture; 5 optical filters; 6,7,10 mirrors; 8
Ž . Ž .recording system; 9 cell with dye solution; 11 meter for measuring the laser radiation energy. Reflection coefficients of mirrors are

R sR s 0.5, R s0.99.6 10 7

radiation was transmitted. An aperture 3 mm in
diameter selected the spatially homogeneous part of

Ž .the radiation. The mirrors 6,10 formed the signal
Ž .and reference waves. A mirror 7 directed the recon-

structing wave opposite to the reference one. The
Ž .mirror 7 was movable to permit variation of the

Ž .read-out angle. Filters 5 enabled one to alter the
intensity of the interacting waves. The intensity of
recording waves was monitored with a laser energy

Ž .meter 11 . The energy efficiency of the radiation
Žconversion i.e. the intensity ratio of the diffracted

.and reconstructing beams was determined by a
Ž .recording system 8 .

The diffraction efficiency of conversion js I rID 2

as a function of the angle b between reconstructing
and reference waves is given in Fig. 3. The angle
between the recording waves was a,30 mrad. For

Ž .the counter-propagating reconstructing wave bs0
a classical case of phase conjugation upon four-wave
mixing has been effected. The second maximum in
the dependence of diffraction efficiency on the read-
ing angle was observed with bfar2, and con-
formed to the phase synchronism condition k sD

Ž .2 k y2 k qk Fig. 1 . As previously stated, it is1 S 2
Žattributed to the fifth-order nonlinearity P ;

Ž ) .2 .E E E . The third maximum in the region of1 S 2

bfa conforms to the condition of phase synchro-

nism k s3k y3k qk . In this case the eight-D 1 S 2

wave mixing is registered at the seventh-order non-
Ž Ž ) .3 .linearity P; E E E .1 S 2

It should be noted that differing propagation di-
rections and wave phases of the diffracted beams in
the above cases provide a means for simultaneous
realization of various wavefront transformations.

In case of the frequency-nondegenerate six-wave
mixing a dynamic hologram was recorded at the

Fig. 3. Diffraction efficiency j s I r I as a function of theD 2

incidence angle of reconstructing beam for Rhodamine 6G dye at
k Ls1.2 and I s2 I s0.6 MWcmy2 , and solid lines are just a0 1 S

guide for the eye.
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Fig. 4. Diffraction efficiency j as a function of the incidence
angle of reconstructing beam for polymethine dye 3274U at
k Ls3 and I s I s8 MWcmy2 . An =10 magnification was0 1 S

used for the diffraction efficiency values associated with the curve
2, and solid lines are just a guide for the eye.

Žfundamental wavelength of Nd:YAG laser ls
1.064 mm; lasing energy W, 200 mJ; pulse width

.t, 10 ns , corresponding to the absorption band
maximum of the solution of polymethine dye 3274U
in isobutyl alcohol. Bleaching intensity was ; 13
MWcmy2 , lifetime of molecules in the excited state

w x; 10 ps 17 . Experimental setup was the same, as
Ž .in the previous case Fig. 2 , except for a semitrans-

Ž . Ž .parent mirror 6 replaced by the spectral splitter 2 .
This spectral splitter reflected radiation at the funda-

Ž .mental lasing frequency ls1.064 mm to be used
for the recording of dynamic holograms. The trans-
mitted radiation at the second harmonic frequency
Ž .ls0.532 mm was not actually absorbed by the
dye solution and could be efficiently used for holo-
gram reconstruction.

Fig. 4 shows the diffraction efficiency of conver-
sion js I rI as a function of the angle b betweenD 2

reconstructing and reference waves. The angle be-
tween the recording waves was a,90 mrad. The

Ž .first maximum b,y23 mrad is due to linear
recording of dynamic holograms with the polariza-
tion P;E E E) responsible for generation of the1 2 S

wave E at a double frequency 2v. The value ofD

NbN,23 mrad far4 is associated with phase
synchronism k sk yk qk leading to an angleD 1 S 2

between the diffracted and reconstructing waves that
is small compared to the angle between the hologram
recording beams. As this takes place, the diffracted
wave retains the phase of the signal one but the
frequency is growing in line with smoothing of the
wave-front spatial structure. Frequency conversion of
simple images is possible with the use of a practi-
cally plane signal wave. It is essential that the condi-
tion of phase synchronism for the variant of nonde-
generate four-wave mixing under consideration may
be met only at the preassigned direction of a signal

w xwave 18 . The conversion of IR-image to the visible
in the process of recording thermal dynamic holo-

w xgrams has been experimentally realized in 19 .
The presence of the second maximum in j bŽ .

Ž .for bs0 Fig. 4 is due to the quadratic recording
method of dynamic holograms with the diffraction
determined by the second components in the medium
susceptibility expansion into harmonics of the dy-
namic grating and the induced nonlinear polarization

Ž ) .2 Ž .P; E E E . In this case 2 k qk s0 the in-1 S 2 1 2

duced wave E is counter-propagating to the signalD
Ž .one E k sy2 k and has a double conjugateS D S

phase w sy2w , i.e. these waves possess the fea-D S

tures of phase-conjugate waves. A comparative anal-
ysis of the diffraction efficiency of linearly and
quadratically formed dynamic holograms is pre-

w xsented in 20 . The ratio of the diffraction efficien-
cies observed in our experiment is in good agree-
ment with the theoretical results. The dependence of
the diffraction efficiency js I rI of a quadraticallyD 2

Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Experimental circles and calculated solid line depen-
dences of the diffraction efficiency j on the intensity of the
hologram-recording waves I s I for k Ls3, b s0.1 S 0
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recorded dynamic hologram on the intensity of the
Ž .reference wave I in our experiments I s I is1 1 S

plotted in Fig. 5. The conversion efficiency jf
10y3 was three orders of magnitude higher than the
efficiency of a dynamic hologram formation in poly-

w xmers by resonant two-photon absorption 3 .
The solid line in Fig. 5 gives the calculated

function of the diffraction efficiency. The calcula-
Ž .tions were performed using the formalism 11 for a

three-level medium model, the applicability of which
to the description of nonlinear processes in the solu-
tion of polymethine dye 3274U has been noted in
w x21 . Parameters of the medium and radiation corre-

Žspond to the experimental conditions n s1.36,0
Ž . y1 y4 y1 3dnrdT C sy1.5=10 J cm , B rB sp 23 12

.0.43 . The quantum efficiency of luminescence in
the ground and excited channels is close to zero

w xm f 0.003, m f 0.0001 17,21,22 . The diffrac-21 32

tion efficiency versus intensity of the waves forming
a hologram at the entry to the nonlinear medium is
plotted in Fig. 5 with a normalization factor 1r3,
considering that solution of the coupled equations
gives the diffraction efficiency at the end of a pulse.
And the experimental results give the efficiency

w xaveraged over the whole pulse 23 . A good quantita-
tive agreement is observed between the experimental
and theoretical data. This correlation has made it
possible to estimate the value of the fifth-order non-

Ž .5 y16linear optical susceptibility x as ; 4=10
w xunits esu 24 .

5. Conclusion

In conclusion it should be noted that the potential-
ities of the diffraction methods used for optical data
processing and determination of the medium nonlin-
ear optical characteristics may be widened consider-
ably. This is demonstrated by the presented schemes
for transformation of light fields with the nonlinearly
formed dynamic holograms. In the process of multi-
wave mixing the diffracted beams are distinguished
not only by the propagation direction, but also by the
wave phase, providing for simultaneous realization
of various wavefront conversions. Combination of
the wavefront conjugation and radiation frequency
conversion may be used for visualization of IR im-
ages with the complex spatial structure, distortion

compensation for radiation propagating in the
phase-inhomogeneous media.
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